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Abstract

Search engine logs not only keep navigation information, but also the queries made by their users.
In particular, queries to a search engine follow a power-law distribution, which is far from uniform.
Queries and related clicks can be used to improve the search engine itself in different aspects: user
interface, index performance, and answer ranking. In this chapter we present some of the main ideas
proposed in query mining and we show a few examples based on real data from a search engine focused
in the Chilean Web.

1 Introduction

Given the rate of growth of the Web, scalability of search engines is a key issue, as the amount of hardware
and network resources needed is large, and expensive. In addition, search engines are popular tools, so they
have heavy constraints on query answer time. So, the efficient use of resources can improve both scalability
and answer time. One tool to achieve these goals is Web mining. In this chapter we focus on Web usage
mining, which includes logs with queries in addition to clicks, and not in other kinds of Web mining such as
link analysys (see [8]), content mining, or Web dynamics (see [13]).

There are few papers that deal with the use of query logs to improve search engines, because this infor-
mation is usually not disclosed. The exceptions deal with strategies for caching the index and/or the answers
[26, 16, 14] and query clustering using click-through data associated to queries (obtaining a bipartite graph)
for ranking or related goals [10, 7, 24, 28, 27]. Other papers are focused in user behavior while searching,
for example detecting the differences among new and expert users or correlating user clicks with Web struc-
ture [11, 2, 15]. Recently, there has been some work on finding queries related to a website [9] and weight
different words in the query to improve ranking [18].

The main goal of this chapter is to show how valuable is to perform log query mining, by presenting
several different applications of this idea combined with standard usage mining. Although past research
has focused in technical aspects of search engines, analyzing queries has a broader impact in Web search
and design in two different aspects: Web findability and information scent. Web findability1 or ubiquity is
a measure of how easy is to find a Web site, where search engines are the main access tools. To improve
findability there are several techniques, and one of them is using query log analysis of Web site search to

�To appear in Web Mining: Applications and Techniques, Anthony Scime (editor), Idea Group Publishing.
1We have found Web pages using this term with our semantic as far as 1995.
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use in the text the most used query words. Information scent [17] is how good is a word with respect of
words with the same semantics. For example, polysemic words (words with multiple meanings) may have
less information scent. The most common queries are usually the ones with more information scent, so
analyzing Web search site queries we can find: words that are found (or not found) in a site but have more
or similar information scent than words in the home page (which have to be replaced and added); and words
that are not found that imply new information to be added.

The chapter is organized as follows. We start with some basic concepts followed by the main statistics
of search engine usage. Next we present two applications of the search engine log. First, using the query
distribution, we present an inverted file organization that has three levels: precomputed answers, main, and
secondary memory indexes. We show that by using half the index in main memory we can answer 80% of
the queries, and that using a small number of precomputed answers we can improve the query answer time
on at least 7% [5]. Second, we present an algorithm that uses queries and clicks to improve ranking [28],
which captures semantic relations of queries and Web pages. We conclude with some open problems.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Zipf’s Law

The Zipf’s law was introduced in the late 40’s to describe several empirical observations such as the distri-
bution of population of cities or the frequency of words in English written text [29]. If �� is the frequency
of the �-th most frequent event, we have that �� � �

��
where � is a constant, and the parameter of the distri-

bution. In a log-log graph, � is the slope (without the sign) of the line. In the case of words, it means that
there are few very frequent words (usually called stop words) and many unusual words. In figure 1, the first
part of the curve are the frequent words, while the last part of the curve are the unusual words. Perhaps, due
to this distribution, the number of distinct words in a text (vocabulary) does not grow linearly, but follows a
sublinear curve of the form � � ����� (Heaps’ law), with � the total number of words, and � around 0.5
for English text [1] and a bit larger for the Web (around 0.6).

2.2 Inverted Files

The main components of an inverted file are the vocabulary or list of unique words and the posting file
which holds the occurrences in the text of each word in the vocabulary. For each word we basically have a
list of pointers to Web pages plus some additional information that is used for ranking the results. The exact
implementation depends on the retrieval model used and if we want to use full addressing (for example to
answer sentence queries) or just point to Web pages to save space. As the words in the text are not uniform,
the posting file has few long lists as well as many more short lists, following the Zipf distribution, which
can be compressed efficiently [1].

Due to the Heaps’ law, we can assume that the vocabulary always fits in main memory. In practice, the
vocabulary of a large search engine has several million of words that will point to hundred millions of Web
pages. Due to the constraints imposed by concurrent access to search engines, the inverted file should be
in main memory (RAM), but as is too large, part of the index will be in secondary memory (disk), with the
subsequent loss in query answer time.

2.3 Web Log Data

For our experimental results we use about 800 thousand pages from a vertical search engine targeted to the
Chilean Web, TodoCL [23]. We define as the Chilean Web all .cl domains plus all Web sites with IP provided
by Chilean ISP’s. In this set of pages we find � � ���� ���� ��	 words, from which � � 
� 	��� 	�	 were
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unique (vocabulary). The average length of a word in the vocabulary is �� � �	��. The number of documents
where a word appears follow a Zipf’s distribution with parameter � about 1.5 as seen in Figure 1 (the model
is fitted in the main part of the graph).

Figure 1: Words in the vocabulary vs. their number of occurrences in Web pages.

The query set, from the same search engine, considers a two month log of 2001 which consists in
777,351 queries containing 738,390 words (that is, an average of 1.05 words per query), where the unique
words are 
 � ���� 	
�.

3 Search Engine Usage

In this section we present basic statistics about the queries. Figure 2 shows that the frequency of query
words also follow a Zipf’s law, with parameter � � �	�
. This is larger than the parameter 0.59 obtained in
[16], perhaps due to language and cultural differences.

The standard correlation among the frequency of a word in the Web pages and in the queries is 0.15,
very low. That is, words in the content of Web pages follow a Zipf’s distribution which is very different
from the distribution of the words in the query, as is depicted in figure 3 (any correlation would show as a
line in the figure.) There are many common words in both the queries and the content, most of them articles,
pronouns, etc. (that is stop words), but also other words like Chile. Examples of popular queries that do not
find many answers are Hentai, Mexico, DivX, covers, and melodies. This implies that what people search is
different from what people publish in the Web.

The search engine log also registers the number of answer pages seen and the pages selected after a
search. Many people refines que query adding and removing words, but most of them see very few answer
pages. Table 1 shows the comparison of four different search engines [19, 25, 21, 22, 6]. Clearly, the default
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Figure 2: Frequency of query words in a log-log graph.

query operation is dominant (in the case of TodoCL only 15% are phrase queries).

Measure AltaVista Excite Fast TodoCL

Words per query 2.4 2.6 2.3 1.1
Queries per user 2.0 2.3 2.9 –
Answer pages per query 1.3 1.7 2.2 1.2
Boolean queries �40% 10% – 16%

Table 1: Query statistics for four search engines.

The navigation graph can be complicated even in a search engine. Figure 4 shows the transitions
between different states, indicating the proportion of users that took that path. The number in each state
represents the probability of a user being in that state. From the diagram we can see that:

� Advanced search is not used (but we must have it!).

� Few people refines the query.

� Less than 10% of the users browse the directory2.

This means that instead of posing a better query, a trial and error method is used. Table 2 gives the most
popular queries for three search engines (in the case of TodoCL we have translated them to English), which
shows that they are very similar independently of the country and the language. Further studies of queries

2TodoCL uses ODP (dmoz.org) as Google.
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Figure 3: Word query frequency vs. number of documents that contain each word.

have been done for Excite [20, 21] and Fast [22], showing that the focus of the queries has shifted the past
years from leisure to e-commerce.

4 Indices based in Query Distribution

In this section we show a simple storage model for a search engine which uses efficiently main memory,
improving scalability [5]. As few words are queried frequently, what is important is the growth of the most
queried subset of words, rather than the growth of the overall vocabulary on the Web pages. In this section
we only use single word queries as they are more than 95% of them.

Storing part of the index in main memory can be considered as static caching of inverted lists, but
in practice is not the same because current search engines must have large portions of the index in main
memory to achieve fast answer time. In the sequel, we consider that our scheme and caching are orthogonal.
That is, we can devote part of the main memory to do dynamic caching of the answers and of the inverted
lists that are in secondary memory. Similarly, we could add compression.

4.1 Basic Scheme

Let � be the available main memory. We assume that always the vocabulary fits in main memory (as it
grows sublinearly, is a small percentage of the inverted file). So we have that the vocabulary and part of the
lists will be in main memory. The rest of the word lists will go to secondary memory.

Recall that � is the number of words of the vocabulary and let � be the number of documents where
the �-th word appears, where the words �		� are ordered by decreasing query frequency. For each word in
the vocabulary we need to store the word itself (let �� be the length of the �-th word) and a pointer to the
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Figure 4: State diagram of user behavior in TodoCL.

corresponding occurrence list (say 4 bytes). In each list element, we need at least an integer to a Web page
identifier plus information for ranking purposes (for example, the frequency of the word in the Web page).
Let � be the number of bytes per list element, which depends on the exact implementation of the inverted
file. Hence, the average space needed by the inverted file, in bytes, is:

� �
��
���

��  ��  ��� � ��  ���� �� �
�

�
��
���

�

where � is the average length of the vocabulary words, and � the space needed by the vocabulary. Notice
that by using � we are assuming independence between the word length and the query word frequency. In
fact, for our data, the correlation is -0.02, almost nothing.

If � � � everything fits in RAM. However, when � � � , part of the inverted file must be stored on
disk. We could assume that memory paging and disk buffering will improve the access time, but we do not
have control of this. Most inverted files use a hashing table for the vocabulary, which implies a random order
for the words. If we put in this order the lists of the inverted file until we run out of main memory and the
rest on disk, many words that are frequently queried (because the correlation is small) will be in disk. The
optimal arrangement would be to store in main memory the subset of query words that maximizes the total
frequency and still fits in memory. The rest of the word lists would go to secondary memory. Formally, we
have to find the variables ��� 			� �� such that they maximize the sum of the query frequencies of the words
��� � � � � �� with the restriction that �  �

��
����� � � . The optimal solution will depend on each data set.
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Excite Fast TodoCL

free free Chile
sex download photos

Christmas sex free
nude pictures sex

pictures nude history
new mp3 mp3
pics hotel videos

music Windows music
games pics Argentina
stories crack Ley
woman software university

university education sell

Table 2: Most frequent queries in three search engines (2001).

As the distribution is so biased, a nearly optimal solution is to put in main memory the lists of the most
frequent query words that fit in it. Let � be the largest number of words in the vocabulary such that

�  �

��
���

� � �

Then, the lists of the � most queried words will be in main memory. This heuristic is not optimal because
there will be a few cases where would be better to replace a word with a large posting list with two or more
words with smaller overall lists of similar size or smaller, but at the same time larger total query frequency.
Nevertheless, we show next that this solution is quite good.

Using our data, Figure 5 shows the difference between the heuristic (curve below) and a random order
(curve above, basically a diagonal). In the � axis we have the portion of query words that have their list
in main memory. The � axis shows the portion of the index that must be in main memory to reach that
proportion of queries. The vertical line at the end are the words that are never queried. The gap in the
diagonal line are two of the most frequently queried words which in our heuristic are at the beginning (the
dots of the graphs are plotted in multiples of 100 words). From this example we can see that

� To reach 100% of the queries, we only need to have 80% of the index in main memory. This is because
more than 75% of the words are never queried (but have short posting lists).

� To reach 50% of the queries we only need 20% of the index in memory.

� With 50% of the index in memory, we can answer 80% of the queries.

Hence, this simple heuristic reduces the usage of memory in at least 20% without increasing the query
answer time.

4.2 Improving the Query Answer Time: Precomputed Answers

Precomputed answers can be considered as static caching of answers, but they are conceptually different
because precomputed answers could have better quality, for example with manual intervention (e.g. main
links related to a query as in Yahoo!). If we have precomputed answers for the most frequent queries, answer
time is improved as we do not have to access the index. However, more memory with respect to the index
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Figure 5: Query frequency vs. memory: random order and our heuristic.

information of these words might be needed, decreasing the value of � and increasing the search time for
other words. This implies that there is an optimal number of precomputed answers. We call the precomputed
answers a cache memory, although is in main memory.

In our data, with only 2000 precomputed answers we can resolve 20% of the queries. On the other hand,
to answer 50% of the queries we need around 100 thousand precomputed answers, which is too much space.

Assume that each precomputed answer needs � bytes of memory (for example, 80 URLs with the text
context and other attributes such as size and date). Then we must have:

��  �  �

����
�����

� � � (1)

where the words �� to �� have their lists stored in main memory. We want to find � and � that optimize
the query answer time. Hence we have three sections of memory: precomputed answers, index in memory,
and index in disk, that depend on �.

The query answer time is given by

�� �
��
��

��� ��  ��
����

����� ��  ��
��

������� ����
��� ��

(2)

where we recall that 
 is the number of unique words in the queries and �� is the query frequency of the
�-th word. In addition, ��, ��, and �� are constants that represent the relative answer time of precomputed
answers, index in memory, and index in disk, respectively. In the examples that follow we use the following
set of values: � � �		��, � � �	��, � � �, �� � �, �� � �, and �� � �	. This implies � � 
�	����,
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that is only 6% of the memory. We have chosen � considering 512 bytes per URL, so we have 80 URLs
in the precomputed answer. If more answers are needed we have to go to the inverted file in disk and we
assume that this event happens with negligible probability. As we have seen in the previous section, the
average number of results seen by users is less than 20 [19, 21] and only 12 in our data (but other values for
� are possible).

Figure 6 shows the query answer time depending on � (this fixes �), where we can observe that the
optimal point is 1338 precomputed answers, improving the answer time in approximately a 7% (the line is
the answer time for � � 	). Hence, the precomputed answers take 13% of the memory, which implies that
in our example the 81% of the memory left is taken by the most frequently queried part of the inverted file.

Figure 6: Query answer time in function of the number of precomputed answers.

5 Ranking based on User Queries and Choices

The relation of pages chosen after a query and the query itself gives valuable information. After a query, a
user usually performs a click to view one answer page. Each click is considered a positive recommendation
of that page (in most cases bad pages are not clicked). In [28] an algorithm based on these relations is
proposed to improve ranking: MASEL (Matrix Analysis on Search Engine Log).
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5.1 The MASEL Algorithm

The basic idea is to use the query log to find relations among users, queries, and clicks on answers. It is
assumed that in a short period of time, behind an IP address there is a single user (not always true because
of proxies and dynamic IPs).

The algorithm considers users, queries, and clicked pages, using a recursive definition among those three
elements on the spirit of authorities and hubs [12]. The hypothesis is that good users make good queries,
good queries return good answers, and good answers are clicked by good users.

Given a query ��, and a time interval ��	
� � �� �	
��, the algorithm has four steps:

� From the query log obtain all users that have asked ��. We denote by � those users.

� Find from the logs the set � of all the queries posed by users in � .

� Using the search engine (or other technique), find the set � of relevant clicked pages for all the queries
in �.

� Compute the ranking using the iterative process outlined below.

The period of the log analysis � is a parameter of the algorithm. Let � � �� �, � � ���, and � � ���. We
define �� as a variable that represents the quality of the user �, �� as the quality of query  , and !� as the
quality of the page �. We use normalized values, that is�

�

�� � ��
�


�� � �� ���
�
�

!� � � �

although we are interested in the order of them. We compute these values iteratively (normalizing them after
each iteration). We define the users depending on their queries:

�� �
	�
���

"����� where "�� �

�
������  � if  � ��

�������  � if  �� ��

where ������  � represents how many times the user � asked query  and 	 � � � � weights queries
different from ��.

We define queries in function of the pages that they answer:

�� �
��

���

���!�� where ��� �

�
���� � �� if  � ��

����� � �� if  �� ��

where ���� � �� is the similarity of page � with query  and 	 � � � � weights queries different from ��.
Finally, pages are defined by the clicks done by users:

!� �
��
���

#����� where #�� � $����� �� �����  %$����� ��� � ��	��

where $����� �� &� is the number of times that user � clicked in page � while doing a query in & and 	 � % � �
weights the queries different from ��. In matrix form we have

'� � ('�� '� � )'!� '! � 
'�

which implies
'� � ('� � (�)'!� � (�)�
'��� � �()
�'�
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� � )'! � )�
'�� � )�
�('��� � �)
(�'�

'! � 
'� � 
�('�� � 
�(�)'!�� � �
()�'!

This defines an iterative method to compute �, �, and !. With this we obtain a ranking for the !� values.
The parameter � is crucial for the effectiveness of the algorithm. If � is too large, the matrices are large

and the algorithm is slower. In addition we add many queries that are not related to ��. On the other hand,
if � is small, the method does not work and we are wasting useful log information. In fact, � is inversely
proportional to the query frequency.

5.2 Experimental Results

MASEL was proposed for an image search engine, where the precision of answers is low. To give some
simple examples, we tried this idea for text, where the results were quite good [4]. Typically, the first two
or three answers were a good complement to the search engine ranking. For example for the word #"!� (in
Spanish) we used � � 
� and � � �� hours. For 24 hours the results were:

www.chileautos.cl/link.asp
www.chileautos.cl/personal.htm
www.autoscampos.cl/frmencabau.htm
rehue.csociales.uchile.cl/publicaciones/moebio/07/bar02.htm

The first three are relevant, while the last one is not. For 48 hours we had:

www.mapchile.cl/
fid.conicyt.cl/acreditacion/normas.htm
www.clancomunicaciones.cl/muni_vdm/consejo.htm

where the last two are not relevant, but the first is relevant without containing the word #"!�, because is a
site of maps. This example shows the potential of MASEL to find semantic relations through two persons
that did different questions. It also shows the sensitivity of the value � .

Figure 7 shows the precision for three Spanish words of different frequency of occurrence: �*+�,"!-,
�"�#* (bank), and -��!-�"� (enterprises). The most popular word, software, has good results with smaller
� . Bank, for � � �
, has an excellent precision, which decreases with larger � . This is because bank has
many meanings and the main meaning refers to a commercial bank. However, with larger � , other meanings
start to appear in the query log. Clearly, the value of � depends on the frequency of the word and if the word
is polysemic or not. In this case, as in link analysis, we can have a topic drifting in the answers (this was the
case for bank).

Figure 7: Precision of the answer versus � for three Spanish words.

If the word does not have the dominant meaning ir it is not frequent at all, this technique is not useful, as
there is not enough data in a log with several days. The issue of topic drifting could be reduced by changing
the parameters �, �, and %.
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6 Concluding Remarks

In our examples there are several lines for further research. They include better understanding of queries
and their evolution in time; analysis of how the changes in the query distribution affects the performance
of a given index layout; study the best combination of index layout based in query distribution, dynamic
caching and compression; and to include Boolean and phrase queries in the index layout problem.

We are currently doing additional research in Web query mining to improve Web findability and infor-
mation scent, as well as using queries to focus Web crawlers. For example, if we represent a given interest
by a query vector � using the vector model [1], a crawler can try to maximize the similarity of a retrieved
vector page � with �. This technique is used by focused crawlers or searching agents[3]. We can extend the
idea by representing all past queries in a search engine as a vector ��, which is updated using a time based
average, with the last queries � by using a moving average: ���� � ���  ��� ���, where � weights past
versus current queries.
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